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In the 12th general election of 2008, Pakatan Rakyat, the Opposition
coalition, won the prized state of Selangor and wrested control of an
economic and symbolic powerhouse in peninsular Malaysia; since 2008, the
Selangor electoral rolls have ballooned by 22 per cent (over 340,000 voters)
to more than 1.9 million, compared to a national average of 16.3 per cent
Up to 90 per cent of ballots cast through Malaysia’s postal voting system is
believed to support the ruling Barisan Nasional coalition
31,294 voters have been transferred out of their 2008 state and parliamentary
constituencies without their consent, including the incumbent Chief Minister
of Selangor who was transferred out of his own state.
42,000 voters whose status as citizens cannot be verified by the National
Registration Department are still on the roll
The electoral rolls carry 65,543 voters who are 85 years of age and older
There are 1000 voters aged more than 100 years, the oldest found was born
in 1853.
15,855 voters on the roll have NRIC numbers showing they are of a different
gender from that listed by the Election Commission
4500 voters who are spouses of police officers are registered as postal voters
in breach of the law
Over 400,000 dubious voters are on the electoral roll, enough to swing 35
federal seats either way and decide if Pakatan Rakyat can capture
Putrajaya or Barisan Nasional (BN) reclaim its customary two-thirds
super-majority in Parliament, according to a polls analysis
Sophisticated gerrymandering over 55 years enables the incumbent
government to win 51% of the seats in parliament with just 15.4% of the
popular votes cast
Up to 1 million Malaysians residing overseas are denied their right to vote by
the Electoral Commission of Malaysia.
Malaysia has refused access to international election watch groups ever
since the 1990 general election when polling was observed by the
Commonwealth Observer Mission.

aRE YOU LETTING THEM GET AWAY WITH THIS?
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